
W
hile not lost completely in the shuffle,
healthcare has assumed a decidedly less
prominent role in the presidential cam-
paigns and national discourse as headlines of
$700 billion bailouts and regulation failures

consume printing press ink and bandwidth space. And it’s under-
standable—millions of pensions and 401(k) plans have been put
in harm’s way. The financial health of a nation, with its flowing
stock tickers and earnings reports, can be much easier to measure
than its physical well-being. 

But instead of separating the issues of healthcare and the econ-
omy, it only makes sense to mention the crisis on Wall Street in
the same breath with the shortcomings of our healthcare. The
two are interconnected, because, as the Concord Monitor stresses,
the “long-term strength of the nation’s economy can’t be separat-
ed from the drain caused by the cost, inefficiency and unfairness
of what passes for America’s health care system.”1

The candidates’ plans for healthcare reform are complex, and
most of the radical provisions are buried in position papers that
seem ideally suited as adjunctive therapy to Lunesta. But the dif-
ferences are real, and the space between many key parts is vast.
The proposed changes highlight two seemingly disparate paths
confronting the nation: market-driven healthcare or a growing
government role; health savings accounts or a national health
insurance watchdog group. And two different philosophies will
guide every phase of healthcare reform—if it even gets underway.

The McCain Plan
While Senator Barack Obama’s healthcare plan attempts to work
within the existing framework, Senator John McCain’s plan
essentially tears down the foundation of the current workplace
healthcare model. In its place, the main pillar of Sen. McCain’s
plan is the elimination of a tax break employees catch if their
employer supplies their healthcare.
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To understand how 160 million Americans obtain private
insurance through their workplace,2 look back to the 1920s.
“That’s when doctors and hospitals, having only during the pre-
vious decade learned enough about disease that they could be reli-
ably helpful in treating sick people, began charging more than
most individuals could easily pay,” writes Slate.com’s Timothy
Noah.3 To bridge this disparity, which worsened with the Great
Depression, the administrator of Baylor Hospital in Dallas creat-
ed a plan that caught on elsewhere and ultimately evolved into
Blue Cross. The Blues were basically nonprofit health insurers
who served local community organizations like the Elks; in
exchange for a tax break, Blue Cross organizations kept premiums
relatively low, Noah writes.

This success persuaded commercial insurers, who, perhaps
darkly comedic now, initially considered medicine an unpromis-
ing market, to enter the field. And, like punching the gas pedal of
a car, these efforts were accelerated when businesses, trying to get

around wartime wage controls, began to compete for workers by
offering health insurance.3 This, coupled with President Dwight
Eisenhower signing IRS regulations exempting from personal
income taxation employers’ contributions to the cost of their
employee’s health insurance,2 led to the current workplace health-
care model, a role that most people now agree was ill-advised.3,4

McCain’s approach is to provide incentives for people to buy
their own insurance rather than get coverage through their
employers. He proposes a refundable health insurance tax credit
of $2,500 a year for individuals and $5,000 for families. “The
government would pay this credit directly to health insurers for
workers who don’t have coverage now or who opt out of their
employer-based plans. The idea is akin to a healthcare voucher,”
writes Clive Crook of National Journal Magazine.5

“Millions of Americans would be making their own healthcare
choices again,” McCain says. “Insurance companies could no
longer take your business for granted, offering narrow plans with
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The Candidates: Side-by-Side
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Biomedical Research
q Supports dedicating more federal research funds into caring for and cur-
ing chronic disease.

q Supports appointing a panel of experts to recommend research funding
priorities to Congress.

q With respect to cancer research, would “make sure that our researchers
have necessary funding to defeat cancer once and for all”, and would work
to coordinate public and private research efforts, including the National
Cancer Institute and National Institutes of Health, especially with a focus on
translating laboratory discoveries into treatment.

Stem Cell Research
q Supports expanded federal funding for embryonic stem cell research,
using stem cells derived from embryos produced for in vitro fertilization that
would otherwise be discarded or unused, subject to strict federal guidelines.

q Opposes the intentional creation of human embryos for research purpos-
es. Would make it a federal crime for researchers to use cells or fetal tissue
from an embryo created for research purposes. Would ban attempts to use
or obtain human cells gestated in animals.

q Indicates strong support for funding adult stem cell research.

Health Information Technology (HIT)
q Supports the rapid deployment of 21st century information systems and
technology that will allow doctors to practice across state lines.

q Believes if the system demands information on outcomes, then the mar-
ket will respond to provide the HIT infrastructure.

Medical Malpractice
q Supports tort reform to eliminate excessive damage awards and frivolous
lawsuits.

q Supports providing a “safe harbor” to physicians who follow clinical guide-
lines and patient safety protocols while assuring access to legal remedies in
the case of bad medical practice.

Medicare
Financial Solvency
q Supports the establishment of a commission to make recommendations
for long-term program sustainability.

Provider Payment Reform
q Advocates reform of the payment system to compensate providers for
diagnosis, prevention and care coordination.

q Would make a single bundled payment for all services related to a
patient's disease instead of paying a separate fee for each service.

q Believes Medicare should not pay for services resulting in or related to pre-
ventable errors or mismanagement.

Medicare Prescription Drug Coverage
q Would require higher income Medicare beneficiaries to pay higher month-
ly Part D premiums.

Biomedical Research
q Supports strengthened funding for biomedical research and would
improve coordination of research both within government and across gov-
ernment/private/non-profit partnerships.

q Would double federal funding for cancer research within five years, focus-
ing on the National Institutes of Health and the National Cancer Institute and
would provide additional funding for research on rare cancers and efforts to
better understand genetic factors that can impact cancer onset and out-
comes.

q Indicates the need to ensure translation of scientific progress into better
disease prevention, early detection, and treatment.

Stem Cell Research
q Through an Executive Order would expand federal funding for embryonic
stem cell research, using stem cells derived from embryos produced for in
vitro fertilization that would otherwise be discarded or unused, subject to
strict federal guidelines.

Health Information Technology (HIT)
q Believes the use of HIT should be a requirement for participating in gov-
ernment health programs.

q Supports a government investment of $10 billion a year over the next five
years to move the U.S. healthcare system to broad adoption of standards-
based electronic health information systems, including electronic health
records.

q Would phase-in requirements for full implementation of HIT and ensure
that patients' privacy is protected.

Medical Malpractice
q Opposes tort reform that caps jury awards in malpractice cases.

q Would promote new models for addressing physician errors to improve
patient safety and the physician-patient relationship to reduce malpractice
litigation.

q Supports stronger enforcement of anti-trust laws, including repeal of the
anti-trust exemption for malpractice insurance, to prevent liability insurers
from overcharging physicians.

Medicare
Financial Solvency
q Supports the elimination of the “Medicare trigger” which requires
Presidential and Congressional action when general revenue contributions to
Medicare are projected to exceed 45% of program costs.

Provider Payment Reform
q Advocates that providers who treat patients enrolled in Medicare as well as
other public health insurance plans (e.g., the Federal Employees Health Benefit
Program and his proposed National Health Insurance Exchange) should be
rewarded for achieving performance thresholds on outcome measures.

q Supports bundling Medicare provider payments in certain circumstances
but not as a requirement.

The McCain Plan The Obama Plan

healthcare Issues Side-by-Side



escalating costs. It would help change the whole dynamic of
the current system, putting individuals and families back in
charge, and forcing companies to respond with better service at
lower costs.”

For example, say an employer provides about $9,000 toward
an employees’ $12,000 annual premium—about average. Under
the current system, the employee is taxed only on his income.
Sen. McCain’s plan would tax the $9,000 and then provide the
federal rebate of either $2,500 or $5,000. 

Fortune magazine editor and Sen. McCain plan supporter
Shawn Tully breaks it down: “Employers would no longer be able
to buy more healthcare with $9,000 of their employees’ money
than the workers could buy on their own. The raison d'être for
corporate health benefits would vanish. Employers have another
compelling reason to pass the ball to the employee: While wages
are rising around three percent a year, their health-care costs are
growing at three times that rate.”4

Ideally, an employer that pays $9,000 for benefits would pack
an extra $9,000 a year into an employee’s paycheck. Why?
“Because in a competitive labor market, companies would have to
hand over that cash to employees or risk losing them,” Tully
writes. So the McCain plan projects you’d have $6,000 after tax
plus the $5,000 family credit to buy insurance. “That's $11,000
in new cash that employees can set aside for healthcare,” he says.4

A problem with Sen. McCain’s approach, critics contend, is
that it ventures so far toward total laissez-faire liberty that it risks
leaving the poor and sick behind.4 Perhaps the most radical part
of the plan is flying under the radar of the average voter: Sen.
McCain proposes allowing the same insurance plans to be sold
across state lines.4 To opponents, this amounts to code words for
deregulation. Many states have some form of what policy wonks
call “community rating,” Tully says. “Under pure community rat-
ing, insurers must charge all customers the same premium no
matter whether they’re 20 or 55, or whether they have cancer or
are models of good health.”4 This means the young and healthy
pay more than their actual cost to subsidize the elderly and sick.

But with Sen. McCain’s plan, states with no restrictions—
Pennsylvania, for example—could sell a policy to a 25-year-old
that costs around $1,200 a year, one-third the price in New York.
“Young New Yorkers would drop their plans in favor of
Pennsylvania providers, forcing New York insurers to jack up pre-
miums for people in their 50s or early 60s, who need those rich,
community-rated plans that cover as many procedures as possi-
ble—but who no longer benefit from the excessive premiums
paid by the youngsters,” Tully notes.4

The Obama Plan
If Sen. McCain’s plan seeks to undermine workplace-provided
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q Supports adding requirement to Medicare that pharmaceutical companies
compete against each other to provide prescription drugs for needy seniors
as under the VA system.

Medicare Fraud
q Advocates a zero tolerance policy towards Medicare fraud.

Prescription Drugs
q Would allow reimportation of prescription drugs if the drugs are safe.

Generic Drugs
q Supports fostering the development of routes for safer, cheaper generic
versions of drugs and biological pharmaceuticals.

Supports adding a requirement to Medicare and Medicaid that pharmaceuti-
cal companies compete against each other to provide prescription drugs for
needy seniors as under the VA system.

Medicare Prescription Drug Coverage
q Would allow the government to negotiate drug prices for Medicare Part D.

q Would improve drug benefits by closing the gap (i.e., “doughnut hole”) in
coverage.

q Would promote drug price transparency by requiring Medicare drug plans
to send their enrollees a full list of their drugs and fees they paid the previ-
ous year to help them determine which plans can better reduce their out-of-
pocket costs and improve their health.

Medicare Fraud
q Would empower the HHS Inspector General to fight fraud, implement anti-
fraud measures in CMS contracting, expand the scope of Medicare and
Medicaid audits, strengthen the federal False Claims Act, encourage states
to go after fraud, and increase funding for Justice Department prosecutors
and FBI agents to fight fraud.

Prescription Drugs
q Would allow reimportation of prescription drugs from other developed
countries if the drugs are safe and prices are lower outside the U.S.

Generic Drugs
q Supports policies to promote increased use of generic drugs in Medicare,
Medicaid, and the Federal Employees Health Benefit Program.

q Supports policies to prohibit brand drug manufacturers from keeping
generics off of the market.

q Would allow the government to negotiate prices of prescription drugs for
Medicare Part D and for people enrolled in a new public insurance plan to be
established under the Obama health plan.

—Reprinted by The Kaiser Family Foundation.
For more, visit http://www.health08.org.



healthcare, Sen. Obama’s plan entrenches the role with
increased government responsibilities. But after the Clinton’s
attempts at across the board reforms left HillaryCare dead and
played a role in putting the GOP back in power of Congress in
the 90s, Obama and his Democratic handlers were careful not
to make the same mistakes in crafting their plan.

Loosely based on the Massachusetts plan, Sen. Obama’s
plan is to offer a choice of insurance options, letting people
decide between public and private models. His plan would
build on the current system by requiring government, employ-
ers, insurers, and individuals to help close the gaps.6 It boils
down to “If you have insurance and like it, nothing changes. If
you don’t have it, or are underinsured, you will have a range of
options,” a Sen. Obama spokesperson reportedly put it.6

While Sen. Obama would not mandate universal health

insurance, he would require that large companies either pro-
vide their employees with coverage or contribute to a new pub-
lic plan through which anyone lacking coverage could buy it.
Exemption would be given to small business owners, and they
would receive a 50 percent health-care tax credit to help pay for
employee coverage.

A key to his plan is the new national health plan and insur-
ance exchange. This would provide insurance pooling and pur-
chasing power that, along with insurance-market regulation,
would address the issues that Americans without group cover-
age face when trying to purchase affordable insurance on the
individual market.7 The insurance exchange, by providing
broader pooling and cutting marketing expenses, can reduce
administrative expenses in private insurance and promote com-
petition, the Obama campaign says.7 Insurers who sell individ-
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$63,591,288

$54,424,011

$74,153,217

$42,413,199

$47,701,522

$31,459,950

$37,704,729

$30,435,669

$27,833,242

$15,251,694

$424,968,521

† These numbers show how the industry ranks in total campaign giving as com-
pared to more than 80 other industries. Rankings are shown only for industries
(such as the Automotive industry) — not for widely encompassing "sectors"
(such as Transportation) or more detailed "categories" (like car dealers).

* These figures do not include donations of "Levin" funds to state and local party
committees. Levin funds were created by the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act
of 2002.

All health professionals are included in this category: all specialties of physi-
cians, psychiatrists, dentists, chiropractors, pharmacists, nurses, nutritionists
and everyone else providing healthcare services—as well as their professional
associations.

The health professionals industry is one of the top industries when it comes to

campaign giving. Key players include the American Medical Association (AMA),
the American Dental Association and the American Society of Anesthesiologists,
all of which share the common policy goals of increasing health professionals’
compensation under Medicare and increasing access to healthcare for people in
underserved areas. The AMA—the industry’s largest trade group and one of its
largest campaign contributors—has said that reforming the country’s medical
liability system is one of its top priorities, as it has been in years past. The fight
is always a contentious one, pitting the AMA against the American Association
for Justice, the alliance of trial lawyers that is a top donor to federal campaigns
among the legal field and a group that stands to gain from lucrative malpractice
suits.

—Reprinted from Center for Responsive Politics
http://www.opensecrets.org/industries/indus.php?cycle=2008&ind=H01
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ual health plans spend 29 percent of the premiums they receive
on administration, largely due to the many people they must
employ to screen applicants.8

The proposal also calls for a new system of reinsurance,
“whereby the federal government would reimburse employers for
a portion of the costs they incur for employees with high-cost,
catastrophic medical cases—theoretically enabling businesses to
reduce insurance premiums and particularly benefiting smaller
businesses whose risk pools are too small to spread the costs of
expensive cases,” writes Jonathan Oberlander, PhD.7

According to a report from the Commonwealth Fund,9 steps
like these could cover 34 million of the nation’s projected 67 mil-
lion uninsured people in 10 years, compared to two million cov-
ered under Sen. McCain’s proposal. Researchers at the Urban
Institute-Brookings Institution Tax Policy Center10 estimate Sen.
Obama’s proposal would reduce the number of uninsured by
18.4 million people at a cost $86 billion its first year. The group
projects Sen. McCain’s would reduce uninsured by 1.3 million
and cost $185 million its first year. Total 10 year cost under Sen.
Obama’s plan would be $1.6 trillion versus $1.3 trillion for Sen.
McCain’s plan.10

“The Obama campaign says it would finance their plan in
new federal spending for its health plan by allowing tax cuts
adopted in 2001 and 2003 for families making over $250,000 to
expire,” Oberlander says.7 “However, the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) already assumes in its projections that these tax
cuts will end after 2010, so their expiration will not generate new
revenues. And if savings from prevention, disease management,
and electronic medical records are not realized — or if the CBO
does not validate them as an acceptable financing source—then
the Obama plan would need substantial additional revenues to
fund expanded coverage.”

The campaign also has a laundry list of items they feel can cut
healthcare costs. Among them: investing $10 billion over five
years on HIT to enable sharing of information among providers,
allowing the federal government to negotiate prescription drug
prices for Medicare, cutting pork or excessive payments to private
healthcare providers contracting with Medicare, among others. 

But Sen. Obama may be placing too much stock in efforts like
e-health records or counting on such measures too soon. Citing a
RAND study that found widespread use of e-health records could
save up to $77 billion a year in overall healthcare spending, Sen.
Obama says this is where he’ll find half of the $2,500 he will save
each family, on average.11 However, the study found that this level
of savings won’t be reached until 90 percent of hospitals and doc-
tors use e-health records, a date they project in 2019.11

Even with the best estimations, exactly how Sen. Obama’s
plan will be executed remains largely to be seen. “If the payroll tax
is set low, many businesses would choose to pay it rather than
offer coverage, and enrollment in a new national health plan

could be substantial,” says Oberlander.7 “The capacity of the
Obama plan to expand insurance coverage depends on the scope
of subsidies, premium prices, and the effectiveness of automatic
enrollment or other participation-boosting policies, but details of
those policies are not clear.”

Although the Obama plan would substantially expand access
to insurance, critiques of the proposals say it doesn’t contain reli-
able cost-control mechanisms and a sustainable financing source.
“Reinsurance would shift private-sector costs for catastrophic
cases to the government but would not reduce total healthcare
expenditures. The plan also assumes that substantial savings will
be achieved by increasing the use of electronic medical records,
improving the management of chronic conditions, and strength-
ening prevention, but none of these worthwhile measures is like-
ly to control costs in the short run,” Oberlander says.7 The new
national health plan might control costs, but its value in slowing
spending would depend on its enrollment and the political
enthusiasm to restrain provider payments, he adds.7

A Bipartisan Remedy
The campaign for President of the United States will likely end
November 4, with one candidate making the obligatory conces-
sion phone call and the other telling a screaming crowd that
change is coming in January. But what won’t end that Tuesday
evening is the struggle of millions of people to find and pay for
affordable health coverage. Whoever is elected president will be
advocating such a radical policy change that it cannot be done
without those in the losing candidate’s camp. Only time will tell
if enough of the political gridlock has eased to reach a compro-
mise or if healthcare will reach the headline-grabbing crisis level
that Wall Street has become uncomfortably familiar with.  PN

Editor’s Note: The information box on page 40 summarize the candidates’
positions on various issues related to medical care and research. The table at
left shows Health Professional’s contribution trends to politcal campaigns.
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